
The ProPack’s micro-processor control allows

the operator to select one of four pump speeds,

that when used in conjunction with the

included adjustable cone nozzle can deliver a

delicate mist, high volume spray, or long-range

stream to meet any spraying need.

The unique battery pack can be easily removed

without the use of tools for remote charging.

The lightweight ergonomically designed tank,

full breathable pack pad, thick resilient shoulder

pads, and waist belt make the ProPack™

comfortable even with a full load.

Contact SHURflo to find out more about the

SRS-600 and our full line of innovative fluid

handling products. "First in Fluid Innovation"

Model SRS-600 
RECHARGEABLE ELECTRIC BACKPACK SPRAYER

4 Sprays up to 120 gallons [454 
Liters] on a single charge

4 High performance chemical 
resistant SHURflo pump

4 Advanced microprocessor 
pump control

4 Variable speed and adjustable 
nozzle for light or heavy duty 
spraying

4 Ultra comfortable ergonomic 
design, full back pad, and thickly 
padded shoulder harness

New from SHURflo, the SRS-600 offers

breakthrough performance, convenience,

versatility and comfort in a backpack sprayer.

ProPack™ eliminates the need for the operator to

continually "pump up" the sprayer to maintain a

constant and steady spray pattern as with

manually powered sprayers, making spraying

faster and easier than ever.



Model SRS-600 RECHARGEABLE ELECTRIC BACKPACK SPRAYER

4 Advanced one touch master control-select from four 
speed settings by simply pushing the easy to reach 
control button.

4 On demand operation-depress the hand lever to begin 
spraying-release to stop.

4 Select low speed settings for a light mist for
delicate work.

4 Use the high settings for a dense spray to cover 
large areas quickly.

4 Set the spray tip to stream and select the high speed 
setting on the pump for hard to reach areas.

4 The micro-processor regulates pump speed for 
consistent spray at all settings. 

4 The status lamp indicates power on, and blinks when 
the battery needs recharging.

Technical Specifications:

Tank Material Polyethylene

Tank Capacity 4 US gallons

Battery 12 Volt, 7.0 Amp/Hour Sealed 
Lead/Acid

Charger Automatic Sealed Lead Acid 120 Volt
60 Hz input / 240 Volt 50 Hz input, 
12VDC 1000 mA Output

Pump 12VDC, 1.0 GPM Max. 40-PSI 
Demand Switch

Pump Material  Polypropylene Pump Body,
of Construction Viton valves, Santoprene Diaphragm

Duty Cycle Intermittent 

Spray Hose Reinforce/Braided PVC

Spray Wand Polypropylene handle, Polypropylene 
lance, Plastic Tip, Adjustable 
Cone/Stream Pattern

Note: SHURflo reserves the right to update specifications,
change prices, or make substitutions without notice.

Actual product may vary slightly from shown.
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4 Convenient battery pack removes in seconds for 
remote charging.

4 Computer engineered design perfectly matches the 
body’s contours.

4 Heavily padded adjustable shoulder straps, full back 
pad and waist belt provide the ultimate in user comfort.

4 Adjustable spray tip provides a uniform cone pattern.

4 When in the maximum open position the tip delivers 
a long range stream for easy spraying of hard to 
reach areas.


